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MAHLON M. DAY 2
Clarkson 3 introduced the notion of uniform convexity of a Banach space: B is uniformly convex if for each e with 0<e^2 there is a 6(e) >0 such that whenever ||&|| = ||&'|| =1 and ||&-&'||^€, then ||j+6 / ||^2(l-6(€)). Milman 4 and Pettis 5 have demonstrated that any uniformly convex space is reflexive ; 6 that is, that for each jö£i?** there is a &£U with /3 (ƒ)=ƒ(&) for every ƒ £5*. The same result clearly holds if B is not uniformly convex but can be given a new norm defining the same topology under which the space is uniformly convex. It has been conjectured that every reflexive space can be given such a topologically equivalent uniformly convex norm ; that is, that, in Banach's terminology, 7 every reflexive space is isomorphic to a uniformly convex space. We shall show by a large class of examples that this is not the case; in fact the following result holds: THEOREM 1. There exist Banach spaces which are separable, reflexive, and strictly convex? but are not isomorphic to any uniformly convex space.
We shall start with a class of Banach spaces and pick out a simple example having all but the strict convexity property; with this as a sample of what can happen we easily find a large number of spaces satisfying all the conditions of the theorem. As an application of our results we show that certain ergodic theorems of Alaoglu and Birkhofl 9 can be extended to some non-uniformly convex spaces. anc^ H&' ll 5*0 imply b = tb',t^0. We now make a simple choice of the spaces Bi to get an example of a reflexive space not isomorphic to a uniformly convex space. Let Bi be the i-dimensional Minkowski space of points bi= (bu, • • • , ba) in which ||6 t -|| =sup,-£» | 6»,-| ; then each Bi is reflexive since it is finite dimensional, so B = c P p {Bi} is reflexive, by our lemma, for any choice of 1 <p< oo. This B can not be given a uniformly convex norm defining the same topology. Since B is clearly separable if all Bi are, we could apply a theorem of Clarkson to show that an example satisfying all the conditions including strict convexity exists. However we need only take Bi to have an l qi norm instead of an (m) norm and if qi-»oo fast enough (qi = i will do) then this new example is isomorphic to the old one while, by our lemma, it is strictly convex.
It is clear from the nature of our construction that if we had taken Bi with the I 1 norm instead of the (m) norm a similar contradiction would have appeared if we tried to fit in a uniformly convex norm (just for simplicity in the construction it is easier to take the dimension of Bi to be 2 i in this case). Finally the finite dimensionality of the Bi was used essentially only in proving reflexivity; this and the existence of subspaces of large dimension are our main requirements. Let Z£, fj, a cardinal number ^ 0, 1 <q < oo, be the jit-dimensional space with l Q norm; in this notation the ordinary l q spaces would be /^0. Using our example as a guide we have the following result: THEOREM 2. The space c P p {l q J.} is not isomorphic to a uniformly convex space, provided there exists a sequence {i 3 } of indices for which Hm, pij ^ N o while at the same time either limy qi j = + <x> or limy q^ = 1.
In the first case we can show that ^{/Jj} has a subspace isomorphic to the example first given while in the second case it contains a subspace isomorphic to the example suggested in the paragraph preceding this theorem. By the same sort of embedding argument we can clearly get the same result for From this it follows that the general ergodic theorems depending on the minimal methods of proof of Alaoglu and Birkhoff hold in more spaces than the uniformly convex ones ; we note the extensions of one or two of their theorems (we number them correspondingly) ; that the extensions are real and not merely formal follows from our existence theorem. Raümen, Studia Mathematica, vol. 4 (1933), pp. 70-84. 12 The unit sphere of B is weakly compact if given any sequence {b n } of points with ||ô»|| 5^1 there is a subsequence {bni} and a point b 0 (clearly of norm not greater than 1) for which Km* f(jb«) =ƒ(&<>) for all ƒ £ B*. By a theorem of Gantmakher and Smulian 13 weak compactness of the unit sphere in both B and J3* follows from the weak compactness of either unit sphere ; so this can be weakened slightly. Alaoglu and Birkhoff in a footnote remark that the condition that the unit sphere in B have no sharp edges is equivalent to the condition that the unit sphere in JB* be strictly convex. Note that a theorem of Milman asserts that a Banach space with a weakly compact and strictly convex unit sphere is reflexive. 
